Goal
To simplify assignment retrieval and grading, we are going to use git repositories. To submit assignments, push any changes to the remote repository on GitLab before the deadline.

For those unfamiliar with git, there are numerous online resources. The following tutorial looks interesting:
http://learngitbranching.js.org/

Steps
Follow the steps below to create a GitLab account and grant access for project evaluations.

1. Register for a GitLab account. Note that you can create an account by linking with a Google, Twitter, GitHub, or BitBucket account.
https://gitlab.com/users/sign_in

2. From your home page on GitLab, create a new repository named lastname_parallel. The visibility level should be set to “Private”.
https://gitlab.com/projects/new

3. Under the Project Settings > Members, add member lamb with the role of “Reporter”.